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GP 5 inflator
Supplied with compatible adapter to suit most valve types.

 Inflators for dinghies | InflatingCode Type Max pressure Tank Pressure gauge  
mm

66.446.77 GP 5 400 mbar 5 l No 210x290x80

 

Two chamber professional Foot Pump BRAVO 10
Worldwide patent No. 21847. The double chamber enables reaching the recommended pressure of
large fabric or rubber dinghies effortlessly.
Fitted with visual pressure indicator, crushproof hose and three inflating connections. Equipped with
deflation device.

 Inflators for dinghies | Inflating | DeflatingCode Twin 
chamber 

Max 
pressure

Tank Pressure 
switch

 
mmchamber 1 chamber 2

66.446.50 Yes 800 mbar 5.5 l 1.6 l Yes 350x250x80

 

Electric inflator pumps
Electric inflator for dinghies and SUP boards
2-stage pump for inflation and deflation.
Compact and easy to carry by means of a comfortable handle.
Digital controller and LCD display for pressure setting.
Lighter plug + battery clamps.

 Electric inflators | Inflators for SUP boards | Code Function V W Flow 
l/min

Max 
pressure

Current 
draw A

 
mm

66.451.01 Inflation + 
deflation 12 110 350 at low pressure

70 at high pressure
1380 mbar 

(20 PSI) 9-12 155x250x175

 

E 66.449.11

E 66.449.12

GE BP-1 12V inflator
Automatic stop when the adjustable preset pressure is reached.
With a flow of 160 l/min, it inflates at a max pressure of 1200 mbar (18 psi).
The hose/inflator screw-type connector is stable and safe.
It comes in a shoulder carrying bag with all accessories: 1.7-m hose, 3-m power cable, lighter plug
and 12V battery clamps.
The standard version with bayonet fitting is ideal for SUP boards.

 Electric inflators | Inflation | Deflation | Code Functions V W Flow 
l/min

Max 
pressure

Current 
draw A

 
mm

OPTIONAL 
connections

66.449.11 Inflation 12 240 160 1200 mbar (18 PSI) 13 205x105
x130 66.449.12

66.449.12 The spares kit includes an additional hose and several fittings to inflate kits, dinghies, liferafts, air mattres-
ses and pool inflatables.

 

GE BTP-1 inflator
Automatic stop when the preset pressure, adjustable by means of a pressure gauge, is reached.
Fitted with air filter, it comes with a bag, 1.7-m hose, 3-m supply cable, compatible fittings, lighter plug
and 12V battery clamps.

 Electric inflators | Inflating | Deflating | Pressure Code Functions V W Flow l/min Max 
pressure

Current 
draw A

 
mm

66.449.04 Inflation+deflation 12 240 120-420 1000 mbar (14.5 PSI) 13 295x105x160


